
Era’Nay’s Sultry singer-songwriter, The Princess of R&B Soul,  

Era’Nay, is an emerging young artist with an old soul from 

Louisville, KY. Channeling female R&B powerhouse vocalists like 

Toni Braxton and Patti Labelle.
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Era’Nay’s songs preserve a classic sound 

while adding a fresh vulnerability that is 

reminiscent of modern artists like H.E.R.

Era’Nay’s unique perspective as a young 

woman navigating life comes through loud and 

clear in her songs, despite her introspective 

nature.  She writes candidly about love and 

loss, questioning every thought and belief, in 

order to open the window for her most 

authentic self to shine through.

She has released several tracks with 

Carter’s Music Group, and her latest single, 

“Farewell”, is a stripped down ballad that 

speaks to the grief so many of us are 

experiencing every year. 

Throughout the song, Era’Nay’s 

emotive and soulful vocals reflect on 

the loss of a loved one; as she 

wonders if the words “I Love You” 

were spoken often enough.

Era’Nay, born Eryn Williams, grew up 

as the daughter of prominent 

preachers in the Louisville area. They 

supported Era’Nay’s interest in music 

from a young age, as she was singing 

by age 4, and went on to play several 

different instruments in her school’s 

marching band. At age 16, Era’Nay 

began preaching at her church, and 

while she loved preaching, her desire 

to explore music and songwriting 

became undeniable.www.eranaymusic.com
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Era’Nay began working 

with Carter Music Group 

by age 21, at which time 

she decided to put 

preaching on hold in 

pursuit of her dream to 

become an artist.  While 

this was a difficult decision 

for Era’Nay, her values 

form the foundation of 

every song that she writes, 

as she continues to have a 

strong relationship with 

God and the church.
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Since she began her career 

with Carter Music Group 

and producer Darrin Lee 

Jr, Era’Nay has written and 

released several singles 

(“No More”, “Chances”, 

“Lessons”), including her 

latest song, “Farewell.”  

Through her 

EraNayMusicVevo channel 

she released the video for 

“Farewell” and on April 

23, 2021 the video for the 

hit single “Chances” will 

be released. These are 

lead singles from her EP - 

Elevate to be released 

April 30, 2021.
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Era’Nay’s passion to create timeless music, coupled 

with her awe-inspiring soul, are influential qualities 

that distinguish the Princess of R&B Soul. Era’Nay 

has an ardent desire for women’s empowerment and 

equality in all facets of life. Era’Nay’s impassioned 

soul led her to protest injustice for the 

murder of Breonna Taylor in her 

hometown of Louisville, KY.

Era’Nay asserts herself as the Princess of R&B 

Soul as she charts her way through the male 

dominated music industry. Era’Nay 

understands her music career will have 

instances of inequality as she champions 

through her career inspiring women globally to 

pursue their dreams.

As music embodies her life, Era’Nay joined 

her labelmate releasing their Gospel song, 

“No Justice, No Peace” now playing on local 

radio. Era’Nay aligned with B96.5, for the “Say 

Their Name” campaign; recognizing those 

lives and names that have been lost, but 

not forgotten, as the inspiration for change, for all.
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Women’s empowerment is at the core of 

her soul. Era’Nay has the conviction that 

female empowerment is powerful and 

indispensable to world economic success, 

stability, and social change.
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Through her music she encourages 

“Girl Power” especially a woman’s 

self-worth, their ability to 

determine their own 

choices, and their right to 

influence social change 

for themselves and 

others.
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Elevate Album Out Now

Farewell single and video out now,

Chances video to be released April 16
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